strateg
addres.s on every page of your website, filling out all available fields on business listings, and uploading photos. Also, include
intuitive phrasing in your website copy,
such as "best lamp store in Philadelphia,"
which someone might use when searching, says Couzin. While such phrasing can
be awkward to fil into traditional copy, it
can easily be included in customer testimonials. Creating loatlly focused content—
articles about the area you serve, maps,
information and links to other local businesses—can also boost your ranking because search engines will weigh your site
as more heavily focused on your region.
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GWEN MORAN is co-author of The Complete Idiot's
Guide to Business Plans, Reach her at gwen®
gwenmoran.com.

DOTHERIGHTTHING
BUSINESS HKICS ARENTTHE SAME
EVERYWHERE. SO STAY ON THE RIGHT
SIDEOFTHEUW. BYGAILDUTTON

A

re ethics absolute or are
they contextual? How you
ans"wer that question is key,
particularly if you work
internationally. Western
societies, grounded in the
philosophies of Aristotle and Plato, are
most likely to say absolute. Their Asian
counterparts, however, generally say that
determining what is ethical depends on
the situation. This dichotomy means international associates may violate your company's code of ethics or even the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act without realizing
anything is amiss.
In Confucian societies, for example,
"sometimes it's OK to cheat or steal, as
long as it doesn't disturb social harmony
by presenting a problem for the family,"
explains George Haley, author of The Chinese Tao of Btisiness: The Logic of Successful Bitsittess Strategy ana director of the

Center for International Industry Competitiveness at the University of New
Haven.
Adhering to that logic, however, can create major problems for companies with
international operations. As Columbia
Business School professor Ray Fisman
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points out, "Différent countries have different attitudes toward compliance and
different ways of doing things." For example, in developing countries in particular
there's a great temptation to use bribes—
sometimes called facilitation payments—
to expedite normal business processes like
clearing goods through customs or processing government forms. legally, it's a
gray area, but it can lead to other woes.

ent in Mandarin and spends a considerable amount ot time in C^hina. He further
minimizes the risk of ethical contacts by
carefully screening potential suppliers. He
may evaluate 50 percent of suppliers, but
only choose tine t>r two, he says. He's learned
that choosing conip,inies that have already
worked successfully with Western firms
results in smoother relationships because
they understand Western expectations.

iVlthough the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act allows facilitation payments, using these
may lead to shakedowns later. Scastone LC
chairman and CEO Warren Osborii, 43,
just says no. In working with thousands
of companies during his 20 years' experience in China as owner of Seastone and
founder of various other companies, Osborn says, "we make sure all partners we
work with know we won't tolerate that."
Based in Provo, Utah, Seastone monitors suppliers' operations but also tries to
understand local culture. Osborn is flu-

Nonetheless, It's still important to spell
out every detail of ytxir dealings with foreign firms and the expectations of all parties, Osborn says. "Wo begin by establishing the ground rules—i[icluding the ethical
rules that are critical to us—one on one,
verbally," he says. Those rules are detailed
in the written contract, too. Such meticulous attention helped earn Seastone's gift
card accessories and packaging company
more than $17 million in 2007.
GAIL DUTTON is a freelance writer in Montesano.
Washington, spec/'atong in business and technology.

